
Chapter 181 

James did not want to become famous 

“You know the Blithe King, right? In the past, he had a conflict with my commander, the Black Dragon. He’ll stop your birthday
celebration if he discovers that the House of Royals belongs to the Black Dragon. It’ll be very troublesome if that happens.” Lex
trembled upon hearing his. He could not afford to offend the Blithe King. James was very satisfied with Lex’s reaction, so he
continued, “As long as Grandpa doesn’t say anything, no one will know. You can announce that the House of Royals belongs to
an old friend. That’ll definitely be good press for the Callahans.” 

James came up with a plan for Lex. 

Since Lex was a smart man, he should know how to deal with it. 

Lex patted James’ shoulder. “I was right about letting you marry into the Callahans, James. It is the best decision of my life! I
never imagined that I could have such a grand celebration at the age of eighty. I’ll hold a press conference to announce the
change of venue for my birthday celebration.” 

“Alright, Grandpa. I’ll head back first. I’ve already made the arrangements, and the Callahans will be allowed to go ahead of
time to decorate the place, but… please don’t damage anything. Otherwise, the Callahans and I will be doomed if my
commander finds fault in us.” 

“Alright, I’ll be careful.” 
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Lex was ecstatic. 

He was finally about to have his once-in-a-lifetime grand experience at the age of eighty. 
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Tommy, Megan, Wendy, and Brody looked puzzled at the door not far away. 

“James, what did you say to Grandpa? Why is he smiling so happily?” Tommy frowned. 

“Yeah, I haven’t seen him smile like that for a long time,” Megan nodded and agreed. 

James simply walked out. 

Lex quickly came to them and explained with a smile, “Quick, get Howard to come back right now. I’ve got an important
announcement to make!” 

Soon, Howard reached home 

“What’s the important announcement, Dad?” 

“Cancel the reservation at Cansington Hotel for me. I am going to change the venue for the birthday celebration.” 

Howard said anxiously, “I’ve already paid the three million reservation fee. The Cansington Hotel has already agreed to empty
the first floor for us. What’s the reason for the sudden change? Is there any other place that is more luxurious than the
Cansington Hotel?” Lex laughed heartily and replied, “I’m changing the venue to the House of Royals. This time I want to have
a grand celebration and the whole Cansington to know the strength of the Callahans.” 

“Are you confused, Dad? Do you know what place the House of Royals is? Are you talking about the House of Royals located
in Goodview Villa District? That isn’t a place that we can simply access!” 

“Grandpa, are you talking about the House of Royals in Cansington? The one rumored to be unpurchasable no matter how
much money was offered? The one that had been built for a few years but the owner had never revealed himself?” Tommy
asked cautiously. Lex laughed.

“Haha, that’s right! "



“Howard, add another fifty million dollars to my birthday funds. We will invite all the big celebrities that we can! Also, send out
invitations to the Great Four, Celestial Group, Longevity Pharmaceuticals, Abundant Pharmaceuticals, and even the genius
doctor, Jay Fallon. The invitations will have to be redesigned. It has to be more exquisite, and the logo of the House of Royals
has to be added on the cover!”

“Contact reporters immediately. I have to hold a press conference!” The Callahans present were dumbfounded. Why did he
suddenly change the venue to the House of Royals? Tommy suddenly remembered that James had whispered something to
Lex, making him extremely happy. 

He could not help asking. “Grandpa, was James the one that told you to hold the birthday celebration at the House of Royals?
You can’t trust him, Grandpa! The birthday celebration is happening very soon, and it’s already too late to remake the
invitations now. Wouldn’t it also be embarrassing if we get rejected entry at the gates of the House of Royals?” 

Lex calmed down after hearing this. 

Tommy is right. We’re talking about the House of Royals. Even the Great Four aren’t qualified to enter. Are James’ words really
trustworthy?’ After thinking about it for a while, Lex ordered, “Let’s not rush to conclusions first, Howard. ou go to the House of
Royals to confirm. Wait, no. I’ll go myself. Prepare the car for me.”
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